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It all began with Boccaccio! – 

For the English  Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales are ground breaking because they are the first stories 

in England written in the vernacular, (Middle English), at the end of the 14th century when the dominant 

literary languages in England were French and Latin – but the concept of these stories came from Florence 

nearly half a century before. 

The Canterbury Tales are still well loved today – and frequently adapted and brought up to date for the 

modern audience – although taught in schools it’s Middle English now seems so unrecognisable that new 

students  initially protest that it has been written in French or German! 

But Chaucer read these stories whilst he was travelling as a diplomat,  and it is believed that he must have 

read The Decameron on his first mission to Italy in 1372.  Boccaccio also broke from tradition of writing in 

Latin and wrote these tales – of the people – for the people – in Italian 

Boccaccio’s bawdy stories, written between 1350-53 are told by a group of young people fleeing from 

the Black Death that hit Florence in 1348-50. 

They had hidden in a Villa in Fiesole, the original Etruscan, Lombard and later Roman hill base for the area 

now all known as Florence. 

They were bored, away from the excitement of the City, so  each member of the party tells one story for 

each one of the nights spent at the villa – in total 100 stories are told by the end of the ten days. 

Mostly tales of love and lust these tales are witty morality tales and like Chaucer’s “Canterbury Tales” they 

are still updated and retold today.  Indeed one of Boccaccio’s stories was retold within  the Canterbury 

Tales – Teseida being the source for The Knight’s Tale 

Geoffrey Chaucer c. 1343 – 25 October 1400, is known as the Father of  English Literature and  is widely 

considered the greatest English poet of the Middle Ages. 

The Canterbury Tales is also a collection of stories , each told by a member of this motley group of Pilgrims, 

who left the Tabard Inn in Southwark – established 1307 ( now demolished ) 

They then progressed down the Dover Road and along the Pilgrims Way to the Cathedral City of Canterbury 

-and like the refugees from Florence told a series of stories to entertain one another along their route. 

………………… 
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In, Florence, 1353, during the plague reflecting life at the time, the first vernacular novel was completed. 

The novel consisted of stories ranging of subjects from erotic to tragic, paying attention to the importance 

of wit, subtle humour, and life lessons. Boccaccio’s Decameron, forming a hundred stories as its name 

implies in Latin, was masterly written in prose despite the sonnet trend at the time. Written in the form of 

a frame narrative, it dealt with the escape of three young men and seven young women from the epidemic. 

Subsequently, the young men and women find their escape in telling a story each day for ten days. The 

stories, in contravention of the scholasticism of the conservative Middle Ages, later on became the escape 

of the Italian society. As a result, Giovanni Boccaccio’s Decameron was strongly admired by the public. 

Boccaccio’s stories not only influenced its age and the Italian society, but also served as a source of 

inspiration for many important authors and writers from all eras, such as Edgar Allan Poe[1], Moliere, 

Shakespeare, and most importantly Geoffrey Chaucer.[2] 

Geoffrey Chaucer, known as the father of English Literature and thought to be influenced from Boccaccio, 

close to the end of the 14th century wrote The Canterbury Tales. His masterpiece is recognised as more than 

a book of tales, a collection of stories representing a group of thirty people from all classes and the 

14th century life they loiter in. The characters of the comedie humaine, reveal the behaviour that comes 

along with each story in the prologues, which adds an extremely powerful frame narrative to the 

book. Chaucer uniting individually distinct tales and concentrating on the power of the characters, proved 

to be a unique genius, although his visit to Italy just before the Italian Renaissance formed him a basis of his 

works. Despite being effected by Boccaccio’s luscious stories of Teseida and by the stories from 

the Decameron; The Ninth Story of the Seventh Day and The Sixth Story of the Ninth Day, he combined the 

plot of the stories with the English society in incomparable various ways, which made him unique and 

perpetual among English writers and authors. 

Chaucer, representing his approach towards the creation of his eccentric characters from all social classes 

developed his characters, in his masterpiece The Canterbury Tales, through the licentious relationships that 

were despised and publicly prohibited in the Middle Ages, which makes the reader to somehow desire of 

reading the forbidden and despised. Not only the forbidden desire, but also his power of the characters and 

the engrossing prologues are the reason for his success. The significance of his prologues and the 

representative characters is massive. 

“’Now listen’ said the Miller, everyone! 

But first I make a protestation, 

That I am drunk; I know it by my sound 

And therefore if that I misspeak or say 

Blame it on the ale of Southwerk, I you pray 

For I will tell a legend and a life…” [3] 

Chaucer’s powerful prologue is one important aspect that makes his stories prominent. On the other hand, 

Boccaccio’s so called basic descriptions in his prologues are as short as three to four sentences. Boccaccio, 

in the story of the Sixth Story of the Ninth Day, describes his narrator: “Calandrino, who had otherwhiles 

afforded the company matter for laughter, made them laugh this time also, and whenas the ladies had left 

devising of his fashions, the queen bade Pamfilo tell, whereupon quoth he, ‘Laudable ladies, the name of 

Niccolosa, Calandrino’s mistress, hath brought me back to mind a story of another Niccolosa, which it 

pleaseth me to tell you, for that therein you shall see how a goodwife’s ready wit did away a great 

scandal.’ [4]This description and so called prologue of Calandrino shows that Boccaccio suffers in building 

power for characters. 
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In the prologue of the Miller’s Tale it is not difficult to realize that Chaucer has put into words his own ideas 

of writing with the character, the Miller. On the other hand, Boccaccio never touches upon the characters 

background and their feelings of the story-telling. Despite the disparate ascendancy of the prologues in 

both books, Chaucer and Boccaccio in some part of their work apologise for their most heathen and 

churlish styles and believe that realism is not really important for a shrewdly written story. Boccaccio in 

the Proem of the Decameron states: 

“… peradventure, some of you who will say that I have used overmuch license in inditing these stories, as 

well as in making ladies whiles say and very often hearken to things not very seemly either to be said or 

heard of modest women. This I deny, for that there is nothing so unseemly as to be forbidden unto any one, 

so but he express it in seemly terms, as meseemeth indeed I have here very aptly done.” [5] 

The similarity of the statements are clear, but attributing the confession to a character as Chaucer does is 

incisive. In The Merchant’s Tale the Merchant also defines his story telling: “I am a rude man ladies!”[6] As 

a result, Boccaccio’s short prologues are not as powerful as Chaucer’s striking intros. Moreover, Chaucer 

proves the redundancy of Boccaccio’s Proem section. 

What also makes Chaucer’s characters hilarious is that their own life story is as intriguing as the story they 

are to tell. One of the best known tales of Geoffrey Chaucer’s is The Wife of the Bath’s Tale. The insight into 

the role of women of the Late Middle Ages is flagrant both in the prologue and the tale. 

“I governed them so well, by my own law, 

That each of them was happy as a daw, 

And fain to bring me fine things from the fair. 

And they were right glad when I spoke them fair; 

For God knows that I nagged them mercilessly.”[7] 

The theme of female dominance set in the prologue itself gives insight to the role of the women by telling 

the story of Alisoun’s authority over her husbands that comes from her experience. The tale she tells 

equally deals with women authority. To the guilty knight of King Arthur’s Court, the Queen 

Guinevere ironically asks what women really want. If the knight is able to reply successfully he is forgiven, 

but the answer is to be, authority. Consequently, the story of Alisoun and the tale she tells are equally 

stories even though one is named prologue and one is named the tale. For that, Chaucer’s characters are 

powerful. To sum up, Boccaccio’s characters are not as powerful as Chaucer’s even though most of the 

tales were found by the former. Boccaccio wrote The Decameron in prose, while Chaucer adds the impact 

of the prologues to this in his delicately written verses that reflect the characteristics of the Middle English 

language and society. 

  

Being a literary device, the frame story is a suitable conceit for organizing the set of the smaller stories, 

sometimes they summarize the plot pointing to the purpose of the longer narrative, while occasionally it 

connects the minor disparate stories to a main event. The literary technique of story within a story, is 

technically used by Boccaccio’s Decameron but is developed stupendously in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. 

“The whole prologue ought to be read, or vividly remembered before reading each tale, in order to get its 

full dramatic, narrative and pictorial effect.”[8] 

In Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales and Boccaccio’s Decameron the frame narratives are constructed by 

gathering people in one place for the exchange of their stories.  In Canterbury Tales, the frame narrative is 

picturesquely supported by the General Prologue, the place and time comes up as an invocation of the 
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spring, which is described as “When April with his showers sweet with fruit, The drought of March has 

pierced unto the root” [9]Chaucer defines the reason of their coming together as their jointly pilgrimage 

journey to Canterbury in the following lines. “..Professional pilgrims to seek foreign shores”which rises as a 

motif between their discovering of foreign stories and the discovering of the foreign shores of culture 

before the land.Conversely, in Boccaccio’s work it is easy to see the dominance of the narrator who 

subjectively describes the story in the non-obvious prologue. In contrast, the narrator in the General 

Prologue of The Canterbury Tales is actually one of the pilgrims and extensively describes each pilgrim 

relatively. In The Canterbury Tales’ Prologue, the outstanding definitions of the characters and the way the 

first story teller is chosen is striking proving evenness and objectivity, the knight who wins the draw gets to 

tell the first story. The first story teller in the Decameron is chosen by the Queen, ” ‘Then,’ said the queen, 

‘since this pleaseth you, I will that this first day each be free to tell of such matters as are most to his liking.’ 

Then, turning to Pamfilo, who sat on her right hand, she smilingly bade him give beginning to the story-

telling with one of his; and he, hearing the commandment, forthright began thus, whilst all gave ear to 

him.”[10] which makes the introduction seem to develop under the dominance of a third person. 

Geoffrey Chaucer’s uniqueness in The General Prologue not only proves itself in the characters, but also the 

event that takes place. Thereon, The Canterbury Tales’ prologue is based on the event of pilgrimage 

while Giovanni Boccaccio’s Decameron begins with the plague. Chaucer’s approach proves that serious 

conservative religion events also have eccentric moments. He successfully connects the subject of religion 

to the tales through the ridiculous situations the characters face who are from religious backgrounds, such 

as the characters in The Reeves Tale, The Millers Tale, and The Wife of Bath’s Prologue. To sum up, the 

structure of the frame narrative which is constructed as the General Prologue, the characters factualness in 

the frame narrative and the events that begin the stories prove that Chaucer has highly developed the 

usage of the frame narrative technique in his masterpiece, The Canterbury Tales. 

  

Boccaccio’s Decameron is not the only work that shows similarity to The Canterbury Tales, but also his long 

epic poem, Teseida that is divided into 12 books shows resemblance in subject to the first tale of the 

book, The Knights Tale. “While there is a general agreement that Chaucer uses Boccaccio’s Teseida from 

which he actually summarized more than 1,000 lines in 139 lines of the romance told by the knight, there 

has been considerable doubt until recently as to whether or not Chaucer even knew of the 

Decameron.”[11] Teseida the story mainly points out to the life of the great Ancient Greek hero Theseus, 

the story also comparatively deals with the rivalry of the two knights Arcite and Palamon for the love 

of Emilia. Chaucer in Knights Tale, “adds much realistic detail not found in his literary source, Boccaccio’s 

Teseida, detail which is paralleled by contemporary accounts of King Richard’s tournament at Smithfield in 

1390.[12]” Chaucer not only added the imagery of the tournament to his tale, but also formed it into a 

short medieval romance closely reciting the conflict of the two men with the women which carries on in the 

next tale, The Millers Tale. Boccaccio, on the other hand, wrote his tale as an epic lacking unity, the design 

of strong characterisation and execution. 

“God bestow my soul with wisdom’s order, 

I’ll be a true judge on the battle’s border.”[13] 

Chaucer’s The Knights Tale which deals with the themes of human desire-passion and the seemingly 

inevitable interactive violence, expresses his own representative position in the King Theseus character, an 

underlying principle of order that he was committed to.[14] Theseus in The Knights Tale is a major 

character with minor duties, he appears in the most crucial moments of the tale and then lays down back 

into his critical place. This is related to Chaucer’s own position as an author of the tale, he collected certain 

known stories and changed, interpreted the crucial parts in a most godly way, by adding ‘his true judge’ and 

talent. 
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After Arcite’s death, the first three stanzas of Boccaccio’s eleventh book describe the ascent of Arcite’s 

soul, his vision of cosmic order and of the delightful music of the spheres, together with his new contempt 

for all human beings. Chaucer makes one of his most important changes to the story, Chaucer bizarrely 

decides to replace the very idea of the vision in the universe of Theseus and Saturn with:[15] 

“His spirit changed its house, departing thither 

Whence came I never, so I know not whither ; 

I therefore pause ; from guessing I refrain, 

Concerning souls the records naught contain ; 

Nor feel I fain th’ opinions all to tell 

Of those, that write to teach us where they dwell. 

Arcite is cold ; Mars guide his soul aright ! 

The tale returns to Emily the bright.”[16] 

Boccaccio’s Teseida, written in an elevated classical style and on the contrary, consisting of such materials 

as invocations, speeches, prayers, warriors and the description of the combats is not the only inspiration 

that Chaucer got from Boccaccio in writing The Canterbury Tales. The Seventh Days Ninth story is very 

similar to the Merchants Tale as they both are based on the story of the pear tree which originally comes 

from the Persian or Indian culture. 

 

Pier Pasolini’s Movie, Decameron (1971) 

The character names in Boccaccio’s story and Chaucer’s tale are totally different. Boccaccio names his 

characters Lydia, Nicostratus and Pyrrus, while Chaucer’s characters in the tale imply something. Januarie, 

May and the Damyan characters are enriched with the characters Placebo and Justinus the two consulted 

friends of Januarie in his decision of wife. Besides that, the significance of the plot in the tale is reinforced 

with the god and goddess, Pluto and Prosperina who intervene the tale and who actually make the story 

breath taking. 

“They muste needes live in unity; 

One flesh they be, and one blood, as I guess, 
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With but one heart in weal and in distress.”[17] 

What makes The Merchant’s Tale significant and that is not apparent in the tales written before Chaucer is 

the pairing of the factual characters. Pluto and Prosperina, Placebo and Justinus are both pairs, the female 

character May seems to be secret pairs with young Damyan, but she is formally at Januarie’s disposal which 

makes her affair with the former a representative of the corrupted system and in parallel the eating of the 

forbidden fruit off the symbolized tree. Pluto and Prosperina’s intervention can be thought to be the effects 

of Pre- Christian paganism among the society, which is often related to the sin. 

In the third story of the Canterbury Tales, The Reeve’s Tale, the reeve who clarifies that he was a former 

carpenter, mocks The Miller’s profession, by telling a tale based on a popular fabliau shaped around 

the cradle trick, in which two clerks take revenge from Simkin a rapacious, tyrant miller. As a result, The 

Reeve’s revenge of the Miller in telling the story, is indirectly taken by the two young characters in the 

Reeve’s tale which makes The Canterbury Tales a scrumptious and interrelating book. 

The Reeve’s Tale is much influenced by the Sixth Story of the Ninth Day of the Decameron and the primary 

source, Jean Bodel‘s fabliau “Gombert et les deus Clers”. Thereon, Chaucer adds extensive detail to the 

characters and adapts the reason for the occasion in the plot to the English society. Pinucchio desiring the 

daughter of a poor, gull lodger, finds the way of achievement with his friend Adriano, they trick the host his 

wife and daughter by using the cradle trick. Later on in the story it is revealed that the wife and daughter 

are both happy of the event. On the other side, Chaucer’s tale of the Reeve, is based upon a revenge rather 

than a basic romantic quest. The host in the tale is adapted as an evil, gluttonous character who steals the 

wheat that is sent to him for grinding. When this carries on after the arriving of the two clerks, John and 

Aleyn make plans and decide to take a revenge of Simkin. The most important difference between the two 

stories are the results of the tales, while the wife and daughter are pleased of the two guests and smartly 

hide what happened from the host, the wife in the Reeve’s Tale is loyal to her husband, or at least tries to. 

She thinks that her husband was the one she slept with which depicts the inevitable mess. As a result, the 

‘obedient’ wife after Simkin rages towards the bed believes that Simkin is one of the clerks and being loyal 

to the husband she believes to lie beside her, hits Simkin, which takes the whole story to a new level, a so 

called commedia humaine. 

The Wife of the Bath’s Tale, is a tale about the role of women of the Late Middle Ages, and how they are 

approached by men. The story has no parallel or close theme in Decameron. Moreover, the portrait of 

women Boccaccio draws generally in his work is connected to the tale, “free in sensibility and appetite, and 

able to ensure her freedom through the instrumentality of the witty word.”[18]The Queen in the Tale who 

decides to give the knight a chance, symbolizes Boccaccio’s heroine in character. In the tale, after stating all 

the different things a woman could want from a man, she asks what a woman really wants. The knight to 

survive has to find a satisfying answer and ironically asks various women what they want, finding a lot of 

different answers he gets confused unaware of the answer to be ‘domination’, which in a way means that 

they would want to be asked of what they actually want. Chaucer, sets an irony beneath the tale which is 

not common in Boccaccio’s works. All the answers the women give are actually true in the tale as they 

serve the main answer, the dominance of women. After Queen Guinevere told him to find what women 

really want, the knight went and asked the women, which made women unconsciously dominant over him. 
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Paul Falconer Poole’s The Seventh Day of The Decameron 

The Miller’s Tale one other unique tale of Geoffrey Chaucer proves that his influence of Boccaccio is only 

partly, Chaucer in contrast, creating a tumultuous story with basic characters that have certain aims in the 

plot, connects the confusion at the end and concludes the aims in a humorous and unexpected way. All 

characters; cunning Nicholas, John the carpenter, Alisoun the wife, Absalon the parish clerk are all 

somehow mocked at the end of the story which makes it a true ludicrous tale. The lowliness, of the 

characters who tell the story also makes it the laughter and lunacy natural. Whereas, Boccaccio in each 

intro of the stories in Decameron, specially exclaims that the referred tales made the group laugh: 

“The ladies laughed immoderately at Martellino’s misfortunes narrated by Neifile, as did also the young 

men and especially Filostrato, whom, for that he sat next Neifile, the queen bade follow her in story-

telling.” From the Second Story of the Second Day and The Seventh Story of the Eighth Day “The ladies 

laughed amain at the unhappy Calandrino and would have laughed yet more, but that it irked them to see 

him fleeced of the capons, to boot, by those who had already robbed him of the pig.” The usage of the flood 

is quite interesting in the tale, Absalon is tricked into his own profession and at the end believes it is due 

after Nicholas cries for water. Therefore, all the actions are shrewdly connected to each other in the tale. 

At the end of every tale in Decameron as a conclusion, Boccaccio places a part named brigata in which he 

outlines the characters reactions to the story and what they think, which represents the readership 

of Boccaccio. “Ladies blush at lasciviousness, but smile knowingly some take part of the hero, others are 

more critical” On the other hand, in Chaucer’s tales there are not such parts, the only reactions are made 

amusingly in the prologues. Sometimes the narrator is interrupted, like the intervention of the Friar and the 

drunken confusion of the summoners voice in The Wife of Bath’s Prologue. As this is a conclusion to my 

paper, I without intervening my purpose and without blushing, will state my final reactions to the tales of 

Chaucer, just like Boccaccio’s brigata.To sum up, firstly, Chaucer gives desire to the reader with 

involvement of the powerful characters and skilfully set plot, interrelating with his quote “Forbid us 

something and that thing we desire.” Secondly,the prologues of Chaucer really give an idea of the character 

and are nearly a tale itself, preparing for a more profound story. The prologues and the tales masterly unite 

the substantially distinct characters, the story either Chaucer used as a subject or made up, and the events 

of the Late Middle Ages. Lastly, the frame narrative is organized systematically and truly serves its main 

purpose, connecting the stories and representing Chaucer’s telling of the story indiscriminately. As a 

result, The Canterbury Tales are unique in many ways, even though, Geoffrey Chaucer known as the father 
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of English Literature, was thought to be influenced by Boccaccio in his work he created close to the end of 

the 14th century, in many ways his tales and structural approach proves that he uniquely wrote The 

Canterbury Tales, only being influenced by the subjects and taking the stories to a better level. 
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